FIC ANTI-ILLICIT TRADE COMMITTEE
BI-ANNUAL COMMITTEE PROGRAMME FOR THE PERIOD 2016-2017
Main priorities:
1. Positioning & maintaining the fight against illicit trade at the top of the Government’s agenda;
2. Supporting enforcement of the Nacional Program for fighting the grey economy, with engagement focus
on measures prioritized by Committee members;
3. Supporting the efficient implementation of Law on Inspections surveillance;
4.
List of activities
Positioning and maintaining the fight against illicit trade at the top of the Government’s agenda
Activity: Enhance regular dialogue with key political stakeholders in order to secure concrete support to AIT
efforts. Focus on building relevant database to support argumentation within the dialogue. Members should
provide information that would support declaring of the fight against illicit trade as the national economic
priority. Within this engagement with the Government FIC is to require dedication to comprehensive and
coordinated enforcement, enhanced efficiency of prosecution of illicit trade (including specialized public
prosecutors), allocation of adequate resources to legal enforcement bodies and introduction of regular
system of monitoring results in fighting illicit trade. FIC is to advocate for increase in coordination of
inspection and controlling bodies within the scope of regular control, as well as more detailed control of reexported goods (e.g. oil and oil derivatives). Dialogue with other political stakeholders (delegations of EU,
World Bank, IMF, Fiscal Council) should help in putting additional pressure on the Government officials by
positioning the fight against illicit trade as one of the top criteria for judging the State’ progress in related
areas.
Main partners: the Government (Ministry of finance, Ministry of energy, Customs administration, Tax
administration, Criminal investigations directorate, Border police directorate, Market inspection), EU, World
Bank, IMF, Fiscal Council, NALED, AmCham, SCC (PKS)
Time-frame: as of July 2016
Enforcement of Nacional Program for fighting the grey economy, with focus on measures prioritized by
Committee members
Activity: Identifying key measures within the Action Plan for implementation of National Program for fighting
the grey economy from the perspective of Committee members and developing of engagement plan for
their efficient implementation. Initial focus is on measures from item 1.4 (improvement of prosecution of
criminal acts and misdemeanors related to economic activities) and item 1.5 (enhancing coordination
between Customs, Inspection and Police) of the Action Plan.
Main partners: Ministries of Public Administration, Finance (incl. Tax Directorate and Customs), Trade,
Interior, Justice, Energy, and Agriculture, Secretariat for Public Policies, NALED
Time-frame: align on priority measures by May 2016, engage on implementation following the general
elections and forming of the new Government
Supporting the efficient implementation of Law on Inspections surveillance and complete fight against
grey economy
Activity: Monitoring the process of law implementation and supporting the related Action Plan enacted by
the Ministry of Public Administration. In order to achieve this the Committee should primarily utilize the
steering membership of the Committee President in Working Group for fighting grey economy within the
Coordination Commission of the Government in charge of inspection’s coordination. The members should
identify the primary areas of interest within the Plan (or out of it, if any) and create in such way the
Committee’s engagement agenda. Focus should also be on further improvement of technical tools that

support control (e.g. workflow charts and oil derivatives’ marking process improvement). The fails in law’s
implementation from member’s perspective should also be addressed.
Also, Committee should examine opportunities to raise necessity for judicial reform and upgrade of courts’
efficient and penal policy towards breaches of taxation/trade legislation as well as grey economy in general.
Main partners: Ministries of Public Administration, Justice, Energy, High Judicial Council, Secretariat for
Public Policies, USAID, WG for fighting grey economy within the Coordination Commission of the
Government
Time-frame: align on primary areas of interest by August 2016, engage following the forming of the new
Government

